Classroom Expectations
Lesson Plan

Objective: To what demonstrate the expectations for the classroom.

Classroom Expectations

Be Ready
- bring all supplies: books, paper, writing utensils, agenda, etc.
- have homework completed at the beginning of class
- be on time
- be in assigned seat
- have personal needs (water, phone calls, restroom) taken care of
- dress appropriately
- focus on directions given

Be Respectful
- listen while someone else is talking
- use property as it was intended to be used
- leave other’s belongings alone
- leave work area clean and neat
- keep our hands to ourselves
- use appropriate, non-offensive vocabulary and gestures

Be Responsible
- stay actively engaged during the entire class period
- make connections and reflections
- use time wisely
- ask for help when needed
- take care of the materials and work space
- mind our own business
- organize our own personal belongings and materials

Intelligence Focus: Existential

Procedure for teaching expectations:

- In groups discuss why each expectation exists and what the purpose is behind each expectation. What potential outcomes would be likely if the rules did not exist?
- In same groups examine other areas where these rules would be applicable, such as the workplace, home, etc. and why.
- Role play how the classroom would be without these rules.
Parking Lot Expectations
Lesson Plan

Objective: To what demonstrate the expectations for the parking lot.

Parking Lot Expectations

Be Ready
* bring in all needed materials before school starts
* park in appropriate parking space

Be Respectful
* touch only your own vehicle
* keep vehicle tires off the sidewalks
* wait for the buses to leave
* obey traffic laws
* place litter in appropriate receptacles

Be Responsible
* drive with the flow of traffic
* observe all driving laws
* walk on the sidewalk until we reach our vehicles
* observe all school rules

Intelligence Focus: Spatial

Procedure for teaching expectations: Activities

* Create a story web for consequences of being unprepared
* Know your number; know your place limerick poem
* Parking patrol and they could site infractions
* List laws
* Drama Create drama for appropriate and inappropriate actions

Reinforcement:
Restroom Expectations
Lesson Plan

Objective: To what demonstrate the expectations for the restroom.

Be Ready
☑ use nearest facility
☑ go directly to and from the restroom
☑ use during break time

Be Respectful
☑ flush
☑ use restroom supplies appropriately
☑ use trash receptacles
☑ be mindful of other people’s privacy

Be Responsible
☑ notify staff of problems
☑ use facilities as intended

Intelligence Focus: Linguistic

Procedure for teaching expectations:

- Begin with class discussion using a prepared power point.
- Use Q/A session to clarify required behavior.

Reinforcement:
- Travel as a group to review classroom objectives.